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Abstract—The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is an active area for
innovation and an essential tool in achieving smart cities through
the integration of vehicles with the Internet of Things (IoT). IoV
is a distributed network that aids in handling the data generated
by vehicular sensors and vehicle-to-everything communication
(V2X), thus enabling novel applications such as autonomous
driving and platooning while increasing safety and energy ef-
ficiency. In IoV, the sensors and the interdependent devices relay
critical information for the efficient implementation of real-time
applications in the ecosystem. Despite all these advancements,
a vital challenge is establishing smooth communication among
interconnected devices, concretely, interoperability in the IoV—
a deceptively simple notion that is not yet fully addressed to
achieve a fully integrated ecosystem. This is mainly because the
networked domains, such as home, grid, and health care, are
developed in silos, operating independently with diverse processes
and protocols. Hence, seamless exchange of information is yet to
be achieved across the ecosystem, hindering the maximization
of the full promise of IoV. In this paper, we provide an
in-depth analysis of the present state of interoperability and
comprehensively survey the challenges in IoV. We present a
taxonomy of interoperability approaches, review solutions that
prior work have proposed, and provide insights on how to address
the current challenges. Finally, we identify open problems that
persist and future directions for research.

Index Terms—Internet of Vehicles, Interoperability, Smart
City, Intelligent Transportation System

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing proliferation of communication technologies
in vehicles, the surrounding infrastructure, and their connec-
tivity to the Internet conceptualizes the idea of a “vehicle” as
another “Thing”, bringing about the concept of the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) as an extension of the Internet of Things (IoT).
IoV connects hardware devices, network communication chan-
nels, and cloud platforms [1] that allow connected vehicles,
pedestrians, and intelligent units near the road to exchange
information in real-time. This information is used to make
transportation and vehicle maintenance processes more cost-
effective, provide situational awareness, safety and comfort,
transportation efficiency, and address growing urbanization
challenges. The IoV is a highly integrated application of the
IoT and intelligent transportation systems (ITS) that originated
from vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), enabling automo-
biles to form spontaneous wireless connections [2]. In IoV,
intelligent and connected vehicles need a reliable connection

and communication to the underlying infrastructure, other
vehicles, and nearby humans. This communication produces
varied and vast data stored in the cloud for ease of access and
analytics, which enables a smart city ecosystem [3].

The benefits of a fully connected IoV ecosystem drive the
need to achieve the full inter-working of all the entities in it.
As defined by IEEE in its glossary of software engineering
terminology, interoperability is the ability of two or more
systems or components to exchange information and to use
the information that has been exchanged [4]. This definition
implies that entities in the IoV should be able to share and
transfer data reliably. Furthermore, the data shared among
these entities must be usable to support IoV applications and
services. However, the diversity and complexity of applications
and end nodes with different data formats and internal archi-
tecture make the seamless integration of components in the
IoV a challenge [5]. IoV is a large-scale, decentralized network
with inherent heterogeneous connections of cyber and physical
components operating in highly dynamic environments.

Prior work investigate problems that relate to vehicles’ com-
munication to everything (V2X). As shown in Figure 1, V2X
consists of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), vehicle-to-roadside units (V2R), vehicle-to-pedestrian
(V2P), vehicle-to-grid (V2G), vehicle-to-building (V2B),
vehicle-to-device (V2D), and vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) com-
munications. Overcoming the challenges of integrating these
heterogeneous entities will enable the efficient implementation
of IoV applications. In addition to the heterogeneity, vehicular
networks are characterized by their dynamic nature. This
dynamism affects the delivery of data in the network, which
makes reliable communications difficult [6]. Also, with the
advancement in communication networks and artificial intel-
ligence (AI), the capabilities of traffic management systems
will continue to improve. This advancement implies that
connected entities in IoV need to meet different quality of
service (QoS) requirements for real-time traffic monitoring,
low latency communication, and minimal dropped packets.

The interplay between IoV entities presents a paradoxical
communication framework that does not guarantee seamless
interactions and information sharing in real-time. IoV is
enabled by application domains with multiple requirements
and information models to offer services to users, such as
collision avoidance system and emergency services. The ve-
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Fig. 1: IoV Ecosystem

hicles in IoV function in an IoT environment that contains
a myriad of devices with diverse technical profiles operating
with different standards. Here, application interactions and
information sharing should be seamless across the network to
coordinate vehicular movement and the safety of road users.
This interaction requires the mutual consensus of the entities
in the IoV ecosystem, which is presently a technical challenge.
Currently, the device market is fragmented, and these entities
have different communication protocols and standards that
hinder the exchange of information critical to realizing a fully
integrated ecosystem that supports real-time applications.

We make the following contributions in this paper:
• We comprehensively describe the IoV ecosystem and

entities in it which are pertinent to the realization of
seamless integration for interoperability.

• We present the criteria for interoperability in IoV based
on prior surveyed work and provide analyses of possible
future directions.

• We propose five distinct categories of interoperability
challenges in IoV that stand in the way of realizing the
promises of an harmonious IoV ecosystem.

• We summarize interoperability solutions in the literature
and the associated challenges that remain related to their
implementation.

• We discuss open problems and identify future research
challenges that still need to be addressed in IoV interop-
erability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
review related work in Section II and present an overview of
the IoV ecosystem in Section III. In Section IV, we provide
a taxonomy of IoV interoperability and present approaches
that have been used to solve IoV interoperability challenges
in Section V. In Section VI we provide some open research
problem that need to be addressed to solve pending interoper-
ability issues in IoV. Section VII concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review the related work on interop-
erability specific to different platforms, the IoT domain [7]–
[10], and IoT application-specific approaches [11]–[15] before
discussing the work on IoV interoperability [5], [16], [17].

Application and platform specific interoperability solutions
were explored in different work [11]–[15]. To solve interop-

erability concerns in the smart home environment, Perumal
et al. [11] present a solution based on simple object access
protocol technology (SOAP), Moon et al. [12] recommend the
construction of a program called universal middleware bridge,
and Park et al. [13] present a system called multimedia room
bridge adapter. Using a framework based on virtual overlay
networks, Park et al. [14] address interoperability concerns in
the ubiquitous home, which comprises both home and out-
of-home devices. Zeid et al. [15] focus on interoperability
challenges in the context of smart manufacturing. The authors
explore syntactic, semantic, factory, and cloud manufacturing
interoperability, as well as architectural model solutions given
by well-known platforms, such as Industries 4.0 and Indus-
trial Internet Consortium (IIC). Pantsar-Syväniemi et al. [18]
presented an adaptation framework for situation-based and
self-adaptive applications in smart environment consisting of
five layers of interoperability: connection (network connectiv-
ity), communication (syntax of data), semantic (understanding
data), dynamic (context changes), behavioral (matching ac-
tions), and conceptual (modeling and abstraction). However,
the work described above are specifically for smart home,
smart manufacturing, and smart environment and are unlikely
to generalize to the IoV.

Noura et al. [7] present a survey of challenges of intercon-
necting heterogeneous devices, and the techniques to address
them in the diverse platforms of the IoT. These techniques
include using tools provided by adapters/gateways, such as
mediators, creating virtual networks on top of the physical
layer, networking technologies, open application programming
interfaces (APIs), and service oriented architectures built
on top of the network layer. Lee et al. [8] posit that to
achieve interoperability and security in the IoT, compatibility,
generality, and international standards that are defined and
approved by authorized organizations must be considered.
Hence, the authors study and summarize the international
standards related to interoperability and security for IoT.
Rahman et al. [9] survey approaches to address semantic
interoperability of IoT by classifying them into ontology,
middleware, and the semantic web. Also, frameworks and
tools used for validating and evaluating the interoperability
of IoT are discussed while pointing out open research issues
that need to be addressed. Konduru and Bharamagoudray [10]
detail probable challenges of addressing IoT interoperability
suggesting that lack of resources, using proprietary technology,
the complexity of the network, disparate security requirements,
and heterogeneous devices make it difficult to interwork all the
entities of the IoT ecosystem. The authors also identify some
already developed open source tools, frameworks, and APIs,
such as Google Weave, IoTivity, Alljoyn, and Apple Home
Kit, that aim to address the issues of IoT interoperability.
However, inter-device communication in IoV presents domain-
specific challenges, such as complex data syntax, mobility, and
dynamic network topologies, that make proposed IoT solutions
insufficient to address interoperability challenges IoV.

Prior work on IoV interoperability challenges and solutions
further refine IoT interoperability to the transportation infras-
tructure domain. Hussain et al. [16] present syntactic, seman-
tic, and cross-domain interoperability. The authors identify the
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TABLE I: List of acronyms

Acronym Full meaning Acronym Full meaning Acronym Full meaning
A-GW Access Gateway MR Mobile Router VANET Vehicular ad hoc Networks

AI Artificial Intelligence NDN Named Data Networking VDTN Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks
API Application Programming Interface NEMO Network Mobility VNDN Vehicular Named Data Networking
BS Base Station OWL Web Ontology Language VSDN Vehicular Software Defined Networking

C-V2X Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything PHY Physical Layer V2B Vehicle-to-Building
DSRC Dedicated Short-range Communications QoS Quality of Service V2C Vehicle-to-Cloud
DTN Delay Tolerant Networks RL Reinforcement Learning V2D Vehicle-to-Device
EV Electric Vehicles RSU Road-side Unit V2G Vehicle-to-Grid

FMA Foreign Mobile agent SDN Software Defined Networking V2H Vehicle-to-Home
HA Home agent SEAD Simple Efficient Adaptive Data Protocol V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
IIC Internet Consortium SIoV Social Internet of Vehicles V2P Vehicle-to-Pedestrian
IoT Internet of Things SL-ZRP Stable Link Zone Routing Protocol V2R Vehicle-to-Roadside Units
IoV Internet of Vehicles SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
ITS Intelligent Transportation Systems SRP Stream Reservation Protocol V2X Vehicle-to-Everything
IVC Inter Vehicular Communication TCP Transmission Control Protocol WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment
LTE Long Term Evolution ToD Trend of Delivery WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

LTE-A Long Term Evolution Advanced UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle XML Extensible Markup Language
MAC Medium access control UBI User Based Insurance

pros and cons of interoperability strategies including increased
execution time, latency, and a lack of mobility support. Hus-
sain et al. [17] explore the factors that make interoperability
challenging by highlighting the lack of standards that could
enable seamless interconnection of IoV components. They
propose a seven-layer taxonomy of interoperability in IoV
that include no interoperability, technical, syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic, dynamic, and conceptual interoperability. They also
suggest that using IoT middleware solutions can help in
achieving interoperability in IoV. However, the authors did
not provide the details of the middleware solution and how
it can address interoperability in the IoV. Datta et al. [5]
describe vehicles as connected resources that deliver services,
such as traffic management and pollution detection, for smart
cities. The authors identify that a lack of uniform architecture
and standards, and the presence of data silos, prevented the
development of a fully connected IoV that integrates cus-
tomers, automobiles, and computing platforms. To address
these concerns, they propose an IoT architecture that utilizes
open standards, such as SenML, oneM2M, and semantic web
technologies, for interoperability in the IoV. Moreover, they
outlined the operational phases of the proposed framework
and how it can be used as a reference for developing IoV
applications.

However, the proposed IoV solutions did not address the
dynamic topology and the heterogeneity of devices and data
communicated in the IoV ecosystem. Our work differs from
previous work by focusing on unifying the assumptions, chal-
lenges, strategies implemented, and research problems existing
in the research area of IoV interoperability. We provide a
comprehensive taxonomy of interoperability in IoV consid-
ering the heterogeneity and dynamic topology of vehicular
networks and present a detailed analysis of the requirements of
interworking heterogeneous entities in the IoV. We also present
a study of open problems to establish a seamless, integrated
IoV ecosystem.

III. OVERVIEW OF IOV ECOSYSTEM

In this section, we give a background of the IoV ecosystem
and its communicating nodes. We also describe the IoV
framework, its applications, and the users in the ecosystem.
Figure 2 highlights the three layer architecture mapping of
the IoV framework, and Figure 3 further refines the layered
framework to organize the IoV ecosystem.

A. IoV Framework

IoV enables vehicles to communicate with other entities in
its operating environment by providing a platform that inte-
grates “things”, intelligent cars, humans, and the surrounding
infrastructure through networking channels and the Internet.
IoV allows vehicles to interact with each other (V2V), as well
as communicate with intelligent devices (V2D), grid (V2G),
buildings (V2B), roadside units (V2R), and the cloud (V2C) to
create heterogeneous and highly connected systems supporting
diverse applications and functions. This interaction allows the
entities of the ecosystem to exchange information and work
together to create an intelligent system that supports services
for smart cities [19]. IoV is envisioned to enhance road safety
through autonomous driving and platooning, mitigate traffic
congestion, decrease pollution, and facilitate ride-sharing ser-
vices for space and cost-saving [20]. IoV is primarily different
from ITS as it transforms every vehicle into an intelligent node
on the highway, with its own compute, storage, and networking
capability for information sharing among vehicles, humans,
and the surrounding road infrastructure.

Based on the interplay of communicating nodes, there have
been several proposed architectural layers for IoV [3], [21],
[22]. The architecture comprises perception, network, and
application layers, described below. Each layer requires multi-
level cooperation to enable connectivity and interoperability.
IoV has several immaculate data sources (heterogeneous de-
vices) at the perception layer and software and applications
to analyze sensed and collected device data at the application
layer. However, the network layer is critical to the IoV opera-
tions as it enables connectivity, data extraction, transmission,
and security between the other two layers. The network layer is
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uniquely positioned at the center of the framework to support
the functional requirements and manageability of devices and
the layers, bringing about efficient V2X communication.

1) Perception Layer: The perception layer is at the low-
est level hosting the edge devices, including the sensors,
actuator, and the associated computational capabilities. This
layer achieves data sensing and collection using the sensors
embedded in the vehicles that enable capturing information
about the physical environment, including road and traffic
conditions, objects, and driving behaviors. The data gathered
by the perception layer are usually extensive, covering a wide
range of sensor information that requires cooperation between
different IoV entities for efficient optimization of available re-
sources [23]. In addition, analog data gathered in the layer are
converted into digital formats for further processing, storage,
and distribution [24]. The edge devices process the collected
data locally, often in real-time, and communicate information
with other devices in the layer or the network through wireless
and wired connections. Technologies used in this layer for
wireless connection include WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, and
radio-frequency, while traditional serial connections, such as
I2C, SPI, and Ethernet, are used for wired connectivity [25].

Since the devices in the perception layer use different
technologies and protocols to relay information, achieving
interoperability is crucial to ensure that these devices can send
sensed data efficiently across the network. Interoperability
in the perception layer should ensure that sensors and other
devices in the IoV can continuously communicate and dynam-
ically join the vehicular network. In addition, the adoption
of standards would ensure that devices are manageable and
connected irrespective of their underlying technology, specifi-
cations, or models [26].

2) Network Layer: This layer enables the communication
between nodes in IoV by using network technologies for deter-
mining the routes for sensor data to various services. This layer
uses devices like gateways, switches, hubs, and routing devices
to facilitate information communication. Some of the technolo-
gies used include wireless access in vehicular environment
(WAVE), worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX), 4G/LTE, 5G/6G, Bluetooth, and WiFi to transmit
data to applications in heterogeneous networks. Each of these
technologies has its strengths and weaknesses. For example,
WAVE provides connectivity for devices using dedicated short-
range communications (DSRC), supporting vehicles moving

with a speed of up to 200km/h [27]. However, an increase in
the vehicle speed can lead to an increasing number of dropped
packets across the network [28]. Moreover, 4G and LTE may
also fail to meet the QoS requirements of dense networks that
process large packet frames.

Exploiting the advantages of these technologies for commu-
nication among devices in the ecosystem requires overcoming
integration challenges as they have diverse connection inter-
faces and protocols. The network layer needs to be robust,
reliable, and stable to accommodate different requirements
and ensure optimal resource utilization by every application
as it brings everything together. In addition, the network
layer should support mobility management, efficient hand-off,
and robust network traffic management techniques that would
guarantee the network QoS.

3) Application Layer: The application layer is the topmost
layer that provides support for data processing, storage, and
analysis. This layer facilitates the interaction of user and user
application and uses the data provided by the perception layer
to provide services for ITS (e.g., infotainment, traffic manage-
ment, remote diagnostics) and smart cities. Furthermore, this
layer defines protocols needed for data transmission across
the network and interfaces that allow interactivity among
applications in the ecosystem.

Applications should be able to interact across heteroge-
neous platforms, share resources, and communicate efficiently
with other applications and network services. In addition,
applications should include easy-to-use user interfaces that
enhance interaction. Achieving interoperability among appli-
cations across different platforms in IoV is critical to ensuring
that users can efficiently use available services and resources.
Provided below is a detailed discussion of existing IoV appli-
cations.

B. IoV Applications

IoV applications can be broadly classified into two: (1)
applications for ITS, and (2) applications for smart cities [29].
In this section we discuss each of these applications relating
to IoV, and their classifications.

1) Applications for Intelligent Transportation Systems: ITS
are a broad spectrum of technologies applied to make the
transportation system more reliable, more efficient, safer, and
at the same time environmentally friendly without necessarily
having to alter current infrastructure [30]. The applications of
IoV relating to ITS can be grouped into five major categories:

1) Safety: IoV applications that are concerned with safety
help improve the chances of avoiding accidents by
vehicles. Generally, safety applications for vehicles are
called collision avoidance systems [29]. Prior work
investigate safety-based IoV applications like forward
collision warning system [31], vehicle detection using
active learning and symmetry [32], and other approaches
based on machine learning [33], [34] or night vi-
sion [35]. To protect road users, the seamless integration
of safety-critical applications in the IoV ecosystem is not
negotiable. Vehicles must be able to communicate both
internally and externally with other vehicles and road
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users, notifying them of potential and present collisions
to ensure safety.

2) Comfort: Applications based on comfort aim to im-
prove the convenience of passengers and drivers. Users
now require a degree of modularity and configurability
within vehicle interior and human-machine interface
to interact with in-vehicle functions more conveniently
via speech recognition. Connections between devices
must be efficient to make these communications work
seamlessly. The heterogeneous nodes need to be able
to communicate over an integrated protocol, and the
applications involved need to be able to send data in
formats that can be interpreted and processed by the
receiving nodes.

3) Diagnostics: Correct and efficient diagnosis is crucial for
vehicular operation. Vehicular diagnostics information is
essential to troubleshoot faults that may arise in any part
of a vehicle’s system. Users can receive fault information
on other intelligent devices like their mobile phones and
the in-vehicle display units. For remote diagnostics to
be effectively carried out, end-nodes must be seamlessly
connected, and diagnostics applications must be fully in-
tegrated into the ecosystem. Channels of communication
must be reliable for the efficient operation of real-time
monitoring and diagnostics.

4) Infotainment: Infotainment applications provide both
information and entertainment updates to vehicle users.
A degree of connectivity to enable work or onboard en-
tertainment that could improve the traveling experience
of the occupants of a vehicle is desirable. Applications
that allow these services are imperative, and with the
seamless interworking of IoV entities, streaming media
services can provide personalized and location-based
content to vehicle occupants while traveling.

5) Efficiency: Applications based on efficiency in IoV aim
to improve eco-friendly driving and traffic management
within the ecosystem. Eco-friendly driving practices,
such as efficient braking at intersections and man-
agement of acceleration, facilitate the optimization of
energy usage [36]. Furthermore, efficient management
of traffic is essential in smart cities to achieve safe
and organized road usage. Solutions that solve existing

interoperability challenges in IoV are required to support
these applications and provide efficient management of
IoV resources, which has not been adequately explored.

6) Security: Prevalent in the autonomous vehicle domain
are availability and integrity attacks, such as denial
of service, spoofing, and Sybil attacks that negatively
impact the QoS of entities and safety applications in
the IoVs. Applications for IoV security ensure that
communications are reliable and secure by satisfying the
requirements for confidentiality, authenticity, availabil-
ity, integrity, and non-repudiation [37]. For the efficient
implementation of security in IoV, standards such as
WAVE and European Telecommunications Standards
Institute describe the security profiles, data structures,
and certificate formats necessary for secure ITS com-
munication [38]. Also, solutions that address security
issues in IoVs have included the use of encryption,
digital signatures, and intrusion detection and prevention
systems to enforce confidentiality, authentication, and
data integrity in traffic data and disaster recovery within
the ecosystem [39].

7) Privacy: With the vast number of sensors in the IoV,
there is a considerable amount of data shared between
end nodes, edge devices, and the cloud for processing,
analytics, and storage. A vital aspect of maintaining
the privacy of IoV users is protecting these data from
unintended access and use. Privacy issues include the
misuse of location and trajectory data of vehicles, users’
images and electronic credentials, and privately collected
data by cloud and edge servers. In IoV, efficient privacy-
enforcement frameworks and schemes are essential to
ensure a reliable ecosystem free from privacy infringe-
ments and data misuse [37].

2) Applications For Smart Cities: The ability of nodes
to rapidly exchange data makes IoV a valuable resource
for smart cities. IoV can be utilized to meet the needs of
smart cities for large-scale intelligence data gathering, transfer,
and processing from the embedded sensors in the smart city
environment. Also, as data on wheels, the vehicles in IoV
have fewer constraints related to battery life or information
processing capabilities compared to traditional wireless sensor
networks [29]. Each communicating object of IoV is perceived
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to perform four roles [29]:
• Peers: In IoV, each node is connected with other nodes

to maintain a network for sharing resources. The vehi-
cle entities acting as peers help establish and maintain
network connectivity in the IoV.

• Clients: The vehicle objects acting as clients initiate
requests and consume services from IoV.

• Data Collectors (Mules): These collect data generated
by intelligent nodes and transmit the data to servers for
further processing.

• Distributed Computing Resources: Since individual smart
object in IoV have constrained compute, memory, and
power resources, the communicating nodes use a dis-
tributed computing paradigm, enabling the individual
nodes to work together and increase the computational
power available to nodes.

With all these roles, IoV is vital to smart cities by achieving
data sensing, data collection, data processing and data distri-
bution capabilities, which are discussed below.

1) Data Sensing: Nodes in IoV, such as vehicles, have
embedded sensors that absorb information from the
environment to support traffic condition monitoring and
management, navigation, and detecting changes. The
amassed data can be used in smart city applications,
e.g., air pollution control and service personalization.

2) Data Collection: Vehicles and other nodes in IoV can
assist in gathering data from different geographical lo-
cations in smart cities. In addition, they can assist in
the aggregation of data from various sources for further
processing and distribution [40].

3) Data Processing: The ability of vehicular nodes to be
used as distributed computing resources enable their
usage as edge computing devices. In addition, mobile
vehicles can be organized to form vehicular clouds to
offer real-time computational capacity for smart city
applications [41].

4) Data Distribution: Smart city nodes trying to send
information to other nodes can use vehicles as relays to
support caching and forwarding. In addition, vehicular
nodes can assist in delivering critical environmental
information during emergencies. [42].

C. IoV Nodes
The nodes in the IoV provide resources for applications and

services, and benefit from such services. These nodes include
connected vehicles, intelligent devices, grid, homes, road side
units (RSUs), and the cloud.

1) Connected Vehicles: Vehicles are mobile nodes that sup-
port communication with other vehicles on the road. With the
availability of V2V technologies and DSRC, the collaboration
of vehicles can help to improve safety and ensure cooperative
ITS. The basic message sent from vehicles can also be used
for safety, weather, and mobility applications [43]. Apart from
data transfer capability, vehicles are a valuable resource for
sensing, monitoring, and processing collected data. Also, the
cars and trucks can serve as edge computing devices whereby
resources are pulled together for use as distributed computing
platforms.

2) Intelligent Devices: V2D communication allows elec-
tronic devices to connect with vehicles for information ex-
change through protocols such as Bluetooth, WiFi, and LTE-
Direct without relying on traditional communications infras-
tructure, e.g., base stations (BSs). Intelligent road signs and
traffic lights are some devices that can communicate with cars
for efficient traffic management. These technologies permeate
the smartphone market with enabling applications like Apple’s
CarPlay, Mirror links, and AndroidAuto, allowing mobile
phones, tablets, and wearables to transfer their display and
communicate with the vehicle’s built-in infotainment display.
These technologies provide added comfort and allow users
to manage vehicular resources more efficiently. A computer
can also remotely connect to vehicles to retrieve diagnostics
information and to monitor the condition of vehicles on the
road. Another area of usage of these devices is in computer
vision applications that allow videos collected from cameras to
be sent for preprocessing and then used in traffic management
systems [44]. These devices require full integration to reduce
latency to minimize the risks of traffic gridlock and accidents.

3) Grid: The unreliable operations of renewable sources
of energy (e.g., solar and wind) create an imbalance between
power generation and demand [45]. Plug-in electric vehicles
(EV) can be connected to the grid to provide load stability
making the grid a part of the IoV. Surplus energy stored from
renewable energy sources can be stored in the batteries of EVs
and returned to the grid for proper distribution. Connection to
the grid is necessary for vehicles to know when and how to
request energy. V2G provides such connections to improve the
efficiency of the grid for power distribution. Other aspects of
the grid include the economics of electric vehicle charging,
which involves establishing a robust infrastructure network of
charging stations supporting the increasing number of EVs on
the road.

4) Homes: Homes are also an essential part of the IoV
that benefits from vehicle-to-home (V2H) technology. This
technology allows EVs to deliver energy to homes to provide
power or back to the grid using bidirectional charging or a
V2H charger. V2H technology is another V2G integration,
which is about self-consumption to decrease electricity costs
and improve network stability. By charging electric vehicles
using renewable energy sources and providing power to the
home, demand on the grid is reduced, especially during peak
hours, and the EVs can become power storage that can act as
emergency power backup.

5) Road Side Units: The RSUs provides better communica-
tion service when vehicular density is sparse by making use of
RSUs as relays to assist in the transfer of traffic messages [46].
Due to the distance limitation of DSRC for V2V communi-
cations, vehicles cannot send messages over long distances.
In this scenario, RSUs can act as routers to facilitate distant
data transfer by enabling multi-hop communication [47]. Also,
RSUs are vital in deploying authentication schemes to verify
certificates of vehicles in a vehicular network. RSU units can
include grids and homes as stated above.

6) Cloud: Data exchange between the cloud and vehicles
is enabled by V2C communication. Due to the computational
constraints of cars, the cloud can be used for data processing
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and storage. Machine learning and security measures utilize
the computational and storage resources of the cloud for IoV
applications [48].

D. IoV Users

In this section, we briefly discuss users in the IoV ecosys-
tem. These users can be broadly classified into: drivers and
passengers, government and other public sector organizations,
businesses, pedestrians, and emergency service providers.

1) Drivers and Passengers: Drivers and passengers are
the first users in the IoV system as they are offered in-
vehicle digital experiences and IoT-centric consumer benefits,
including comfort-based services, infotainment, and mobility
solutions. To ensure a seamless implementation of cooperative
intelligent systems, drivers should be able to easily navigate
their cars and use vehicular resources.

2) Government and Other Public Sector Organizations:
Government organizations set up policies that monitor and
regulate road usage. In addition, researchers and manufacturers
collaborate with the government to develop standards that
facilitate the efficient adoption of vehicular technologies by
the public. These standards are developed by international
organizations such as the International Organization for Stan-
dardization, European Telecommunications Standards Insti-
tute, International Telecommunications Union, and Society of
Automotive Engineers. In addition, these organizations provide
protocols and frameworks that ensure uniformity across the
industry and facilitate the implementation of IoV technologies.

3) Businesses: Businesses leverage vehicular technologies
and its interaction with IoV nodes to provide services, such
as navigation, car-to-home integration, over-the-air updates,
and insurance. As an example, user-based insurance (UBI)
products are used by businesses to evaluate driving risks.
These assess the driving risks of drivers based on various
metrics such as fuel consumption rate, the distance covered
by the vehicles, acceleration or deceleration rate, time-of-
day driving, hard brake events, and high-speed driving. Some
businesses providing this product construct a fee, while others
provide a discount to premium services. Alternative exam-
ples of UBI are pay-how-you-drive and manage-how-you-
drive [49]. Other services include smart parking [50], car-
sharing [51], remote diagnostics, infotainment, emergency, and
location-based services.

4) Pedestrians: Pedestrians require an appropriate time to
cross and need to keep a straight heading while crossing
intersections. To safely complete the crossing and boost self-
confidence on our roads, pedestrians need information about
the geometry of intersections, signal timings, and traffic [52].
In addition, vulnerable road users, such as blind and visually
impaired pedestrians, have reduced mobility options and need
to accomplish specific tasks, including street detection, locat-
ing crosswalks, and alignment. These tasks can be achieved
with the proper integration of V2P communications. In V2P
technology, both vehicles and pedestrians get informed about
the presence of one another to improve the accessibility
and level of confidence while avoiding collisions [53], [54],
thereby removing both physical and mental barriers that could

interfere with vulnerable pedestrian mobility. To reduce the
risk of collisions and enhance safety, V2P requires a reliable
network for timely delivery of messages.

5) Emergency Service Providers: Emergency services pro-
vide preventive measures and interventions for situations, such
as vehicle crashes and breakdowns, that can pose risks to
the life and health of road users. Emergencies could also
include circumstances endangering the environment [55] or
events that threaten security. During emergencies, providers
such as the police, health, and fire services require road
access to reach their destinations and offer a timely response
to reduce the severity of injuries. The efficient operation
of traffic management and seamless exchange of accurate
emergency notification—location, number of victims, and
severity—across IoV would ensure that these providers re-
spond promptly during emergencies.

IV. TAXONOMY OF IOV INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES

IoV entities include nodes using different data structures and
protocols. The network used by these devices has disparate
requirements and implements heterogeneous technologies and
communication models. In addition, the dynamic network
of mobile vehicular nodes makes it difficult to maintain
sustained connectivity that would enhance continuous data
and resource sharing among network entities. Interoperability
in IoV ensures that nodes, networks, and applications across
heterogeneous platforms can interwork to deliver optimal
services to users in the ecosystem. IoV interoperability also
implies access to vehicular and traffic data via secure commu-
nication channels and enhancing middleware platforms that
facilitate analytics and semantic processing. To contribute to a
more intelligent transportation system and advance social and
economic development, the automotive environment requires
seamless information exchange, made possible by introducing
interoperability into the IoV system that allows for a better
workflow and cooperativeness when data is accessed or ex-
changed between vehicles.

In IoV, the intersection of diverse technologies encompasses
data sharing, safety and automation, energy conversion, and
reduced congestion on the roads. However, the integration of
communicating entities of the IoV with transportation infras-
tructure is essential as with other sectors, including health
care, energy, home, manufacturing, and agriculture, which
will be an integral part of the overall smart city ecosystem.
IoV interoperability ensures that entities can interwork to
support applications and services, and these depend on the
acquisition of core technologies and standards to secure strate-
gic advantage. Moreover, achieving interoperability in IoV
would enhance V2X communication and ensure that the QoS
requirements of the ecosystem are satisfied for the integrated
information services of vehicles and their safety.

Here, we present five classes of interoperability in IoV.
These categories provide different perspectives on studying
interoperability and highlight integration challenges, including
access, transfer, and use of data as intended. Fig. 4 shows the
classes that emphasize the categories in which interoperability
must be achieved to ensure a fully integrated IoV ecosystem,
which includes node, network, data, systems, and applications.
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A. Node Interoperability

Node interoperability enables the integration of IoV compo-
nents with supported standards and communication technolo-
gies in the ecosystem. However, each node’s implementation
is not generalizable due to heterogeneity and lack of standards
in the ecosystem. As a result, the interfaces of different nodes
in the ecosystem must be harmonized to support efficient data
exchange and guarantee that the technologies used by each
node can interoperate to enable smooth communication. IoV
applications run on devices that implement different technolo-
gies and require support for a wide coverage area [56]. As
new protocols and communication improve the efficiency of
these applications, each node should be capable of supporting
these protocols and technologies, ensuring seamless access and
transfer of usable data in the ecosystem.

Achieving a seamlessly interoperable IoV requires that
protocols for the physical (PHY) layers address issues relating
to multipath fading and Doppler frequency shifts caused
by vehicular mobility. Moreover, the medium access control
(MAC) protocols for IoV should support applications with
time constraints while addressing challenges related to shared
bandwidth among the communicating nodes [19]. To ensure
efficient communication of nodes using different wireless
standards to define the PHY and MAC layers, protocols such
as DSRC that describe integration techniques of wireless
standards should be adopted to improve node interoperability.
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specifies the
latest radio-based V2X standard to improve cellular-V2X (C-
V2X) communication [57]. However, issues such as reducing
complexity and implementation cost persist in achieving in-
teroperable nodes in IoV. Also, the default standard—IEEE
802.11p—suffers from degradation due to hidden terminals
and collisions in wide coverage areas [58] given rise to the
design of the IEEE 802.11bd standard. For a fully interopera-
ble ecosystem, nodes should be able to communicate using
different transmission modes, such as IEEE 802.11bd and
IEEE 802.11p, and sufficiently decode data from nodes using
other protocols [59]. In addition, standards that ensure the
integration of heterogeneous protocols would improve nodes
integration, support unified interfaces and efficient protocol
translations, and low latency and optimal resource utilization.

B. Network Interoperability

The unification of diverse network topologies in the ecosys-
tem needs to address QoS, mobility support, security, network
fragmentation, location awareness, resource optimization, scal-
ability, and routing. Since vehicles in IoV are mobile nodes,
the communication network maintains a dynamic topology
that makes it difficult to maintain network connectivity. As
a result, the network should be resilient enough to support
vehicles that constantly move in and out of the coverage area.
One of the main concerns of the IoV network is the routing
protocol used to pass packets to their destination and the
associated cost. During packet routing, the network should be
robust while minimizing end-to-end delay and maximizing the
resource utilization of the network. Routing protocols used in
VANET have challenges related to low scalability, degraded

IoV
Interoperability

Fig. 4: Classification of IoV Interoperability.

QoS, low energy efficiency, limited transmission bandwidth,
and broadcasting issues [60]. These challenges make VANET
protocols unsuitable for IoV networks. Routing protocols in
IoV must be scalable, stable, and support redundancy while
transmitting delay-sensitive and safety-critical packets in the
case of network failures or high-density traffic [61] feasible
with network support for collision avoidance and alternate
routing techniques. Another challenge of IoV communication
is non-line of sight issues caused by the blockage of high-
frequency signals by obstacles such as trees and buildings
in urban environments. This challenge, coupled with the
difficulty of efficiently adjusting the congestion window in
TCP, causes degradation of the communication reliability in
networks, such as 5G millimeter wave (mmWave), which can
provide fast data rates and wide bandwidth availability for
vehicular communication [62].

C. Data

Data interoperability ensures that data structures and syntax
used in IoV are compatible to ensure unambiguity and shared
meaning. Moreover, sharing data in the ecosystem should not
create conflict during storage, transfer, and processing. Data
interoperability can be grouped into semantic and syntactic
interoperability.

1) Semantic Interoperability:: Semantic interoperability en-
sures that shared data have meaning and are unambiguous.
Well-formed semantics enable computers to understand and
process data efficiently [63]. An example of an implementation
of semantic interoperability is the semantic web, an extension
of the world wide web which gives well-structured meaning to
data. Other examples of frameworks that facilitate the creation
of standardized forms of web data include resource description
framework (RDF), web ontology language (OWL), and linked
data [64]. Ontology is fundamental to the implementation
of semantics. It assists in understanding data and facilitates
auto-processing and retrieval of data [65] by providing formal
names and defining their relationships with other entities in the
network. The capability of IoV to inter-operate semantically
could ease the process of creating forensic statistics when
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accidents occur. Semantics can also improve the speed of
database queries of IoV-related data.

Semantic interoperability requires that the ontologies used
to represent data be accessible to participating entities, and
the terms defined by different vocabularies present a unified
data interpretation by clarifying relationships and providing
domain-dependent and independent ontologies [66]. While
there have been attempts to define ontologies and vocabu-
laries for vehicular data, the definitions do not adequately
represent all the available IoV data [67], [68]. Therefore, the
ontologies still require extensions to comprehensively define
the sensors, actuators, and signals available in IoV [69]. Also,
lightweight ontologies can facilitate the annotation of data with
the necessary information that would not overwhelm vehicular
resources [70].

2) Syntactic Interoperability:: Nodes that operate with dif-
ferent syntactic implementations need to have methods that
ensure compatibility with other syntactic structures. Syntactic
interoperability ensures that data are formatted correctly and
ready to be annotated with proper semantics. Correct syntax
of data is crucial during the usage of differently structured
data generated from different devices. For instance, in some
operating systems, ‘long int’ is 32 bits, while 64 bits in
others [71]. Also, units of measurements or provenance data
may present data format discrepancies that make them in-
efficient for cooperative usage in architectures, such as the
Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV). Hence, data from different
entities require defined structures to be accepted by a receiving
node. Examples of syntax standards are Extensible Markup
Language (XML) and JavaScript Object Notation for web
syntax structures. SOAP, RESTful, web services description
language, and hypertext transfer protocol are examples of
technologies that assist in achieving syntactic interoperability
on the web.

Due to the heterogeneous nature of the vehicular network,
data from vehicles may need to be aggregated and compressed
to reduce message sizes significantly and avoid wireless col-
lisions [72]. The absence of standardized syntactic structures
can lead to inefficient analytical results and impact the quality
of data used by various IoV applications. Processing data with
heterogeneous formats is also challenging, requiring expensive
computing resources for efficient query processing. Moreover,
a vehicle manufacturer might use different syntax across vehi-
cle make, model, and trim. To ensure the seamless processing
of IoV data and enhance the integration of various entities,
syntactic solutions to normalize, compress, and efficiently
aggregate data from different IoV nodes are essential in the
ecosystem.

D. Systems
The ability of heterogeneous systems to interwork ensures

that data and resources are shared seamlessly to support IoV
applications. Moreover, the compatibility of different systems
allows applications from disparate domains and platforms to
exchange information, as described below.

1) Cross-Platform Interoperability:: IoV platforms enable
the development of software and hardware solutions to sup-
port applications. Cross-platform interoperability ensures that

applications can run across disparate platforms irrespective of
their underlying architecture or operating environments. Con-
sidering applications requiring aggregated data for emergency
notification to appropriate agencies, such as fire and ambulance
services, which run on platforms with different operating
requirements, cross-platform interoperability will provide an
extensive understanding of proprietary platforms required by
developers to ensure applications have access to data across
heterogeneous platforms.

To advance the development of vehicular applications, pro-
totyping software and tools supporting different platforms are
crucial for integrating vehicular components. However, current
frameworks, such as the Robot Operating System and Vector
Informatik’s CANoe, have poor support for available operating
systems, inadequate automotive resources, and do not offer
a robust solution for automotive software development [73].
Furthermore, evaluating and testing real-life applications in
IoV may be infeasible, and thus, collaborative and open-
source simulation tools that integrate different IoV platforms
are necessary. Tools incorporating open platforms for evalu-
ating vehicular systems and supporting efficient application
development are essential.

2) Cross-Domain Interoperability:: IoV can operate in two
different models, vertical and horizontal, for domain interoper-
ability. In the vertical model, the IoV device, other entities, and
services are all provided and managed by the same provider,
while the horizontal model allows for multiple providers
to interwork with a common framework to promote rapid
growth and innovation, resulting in divergent development.
Vertical domains such as ITS and smart health have unique
collections of entities that share common interests and possess
well-built components that are existentially fundamental and
only permit changes in a particular dimension. Unlike the
IoV, which can have different providers for entities such as
connected vehicles, intelligent devices, cloud services, grid,
home, and security systems. Cross-domain interoperability
facilitates interaction and seamless exchange of information
among entities across federated heterogeneous domains. As
these unique domains rely on different technical, environmen-
tal constraints or protocols and data formats for end-to-end
communication, integrated solutions that support cross-domain
interoperability are required to ensure data availability to IoV
applications. Moreover, these solutions would also ensure that
developers can build applications without needing to know
internal details of platforms from different domains [74]. For
example, domain-specific enablers support the development of
innovative cross-domain applications by providing an interface
for accessing aggregated data from different platforms in a
specific domain to other domains. The use of enablers can
ensure that data from a particular domain, such as ITS, is
available to applications of other domains, such as smart
health [75].

E. Applications
Application interoperability handles communications and

interaction between heterogeneous applications and other ser-
vices, such as shared system resources and middleware ser-
vices [76]. The application layer services should support
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adequate abstraction of the underlying technology and provide
flexible interaction in the ecosystem. Moreover, applications
should be compatible with existing standards and protocols,
provide APIs for cross-application inter-activities, and support
seamless communication between distributed systems in the
ecosystem. The interworking of applications in IoV would
reduce data silos and thus, enhance inter-application interac-
tions. Moreover, achieving application interoperability would
ensure that safety-critical data can be transmitted faster across
platforms, guaranteeing the QoS.

In addition, interactions between users using cooperative
IoV applications involve sharing data and exposing sensitive
information raising the risk of privacy infringement. Since
many applications in IoV depend on vehicles broadcasting
beacon messages that include details such as the vehicle’s
identity and location data, ensuring the anonymity of users
is crucial to protecting privacy [77]. Adopting multi-party
private set intersection protocols, blockchain technology, and
cooperative authentication techniques for data exchange can
help improve the users’ privacy [78].

V. INTEROPERABILITY SOLUTIONS IN IOV

In this section, we describe some of the proposed ap-
proaches to handling interoperability in IoV and their func-
tionalities. The proposed methods mainly focused on network
technologies that can help with efficient communication in
the IoV. Table II relates these approaches to our taxonomy,
and Table III summarizes the strengths and limitations of
the proposed approaches. In the following, we discuss the
proposed approaches and the open research problems.

A. Core Network

Different solutions for core network interoperability have
been proposed for IoV, including access gateways, efficient
routing protocol, and network mobility (NEMO) approaches.

1) Access Gateways for Heterogeneous Nodes and Network
Integration: One way to address interoperability is by using
access gateways or adapters that serve as bridges between
nodes using different data structures, communication pro-
tocols, or specifications. These gateways can be dedicated
hardware or included in the firmware of chips to enhance
the integration of heterogeneous devices in the perception
layer [7], [108]. In vehicular networks, communication gate-
ways can ensure that efficient and secured connections are
established between IoV nodes. The gateways enable protocol
conversions between nodes and provide mechanisms to man-
age configurations [109].

Chekkouri et al. [79] proposed a gateway architecture that
integrates VANET and 4G LTE-A heterogeneous network for
enhanced mobility in LTE-A small cells. In the architecture, a
mobile gateway connects vehicles to the 4G LTE-A network,
providing a cost-effective solution for V2I communication.
In addition, the architecture uses an anchor-based mobility
scheme to address mobility issues in the network. This scheme
allows vehicles acting as mobile gateways to perform local
path switching with an anchor unit while roaming inside
neighboring cells. The proposed gateway architecture reduces

signaling overhead and improves network stability for vehic-
ular nodes in a dynamic network topology. Kim et al. [80]
proposed an IoV access gateway (IoV A-GW) that connects
in-vehicle networks such as controller area network (CAN),
FlexRay, Media Oriented System Transport, and Ethernet
to the broader IoV network. IoV A-GW uses a global IP
address and supports communication between vehicles and
other vehicles or RSUs. Since transmission efficiency can be
affected by the dynamic nature of the IoV network, IoV A-
GW has an e-Monitoring state to observe the condition of
the external IoV network. In addition, the gateway predicts
the state of the external wireless network using an inference
function. The monitoring and prediction enable the gateway
to steer incoming and outgoing traffic delivered to the IoV
through a virtualized network.

Summary and Open Problems: Gateways enable reliable
communication between nodes and supports the integration
of different network technologies. However, in IoV networks
where vehicles have to communicate with other vehicles,
RSUs, and the cloud, data in the network is explosive and
can lead to an overload where each vehicle require access
to the network. In this scenario, the network can become
degraded due to transmission delays, packet losses, and in-
efficient handover techniques in dynamic networks. One way
to improve the reliability is through the formations of clusters
and the selection of vehicular gateways that transmit data in the
network. However, gateways have to be selected appropriately
to address signaling overhead, mobility, frequent handovers,
congestion, and low coverage issues [79], [110]. Different
techniques, such as distributed approaches [111], central-
ized [112], fuzzy logic [110] techniques, have been proposed
to solve the gateway selection problem. However, finding a
solution that guarantees optimal network performance for the
gateway selection problem is still an open research problem.

2) Routing Protocols: Protocols enable communication
among nodes in the network irrespective of their internal
architectural designs by providing a set of rules by which data
is transferred across the network. Several proposed protocols
have focused on solving network interoperability issues by
reducing latency, optimizing energy usage, improving security,
and increasing packet delivery rates [113]–[117].

Leveraging the advantages of 5G technology, Wang et
al. [81] presents a low-latency and energy-efficient routing
protocol based on network connectivity (LENC) to achieve
high reliability and low latency in IoV networks. Using a non-
homogeneous Poisson process for the analysis of the network
connectivity, they evaluate the probability of selecting a con-
nection route for vehicular data and supply this probability as
one of the inputs to a fuzzy controller. The route lifetime of
pair-wise vehicular nodes is used as an additional input by the
controller to evaluate the best route for exchanging data. LENC
reduces the number of dropped packets in the network, average
delay for end-to-end communication, routing overhead, and
optimizes energy consumption rate. However, limitations of
their approach are the assumption that the communication
radius between nodes in the network is fixed and the lack of
consideration for heterogeneous networks. Achour et al. [82]
propose a simple and efficient adaptive data dissemination
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TABLE II: Comparative summary of proposed IoV Interoperability solutions. In this table, the approaches implemented in the
examples address the interoperability issues indicated by the check marks

Network Domain Approaches Examples Node Network
Data System

Syntactic Semantic Cross-Platform Cross-Domain

Core
Network

Access
Gateways

Chekkouri et al. [79]

Kim et al. [80]

Routing
Protocols

Wang et al. [81]

Achour et al. [82]

Nam et al. [83]

Gasmi et al. [84]

Afzal et al. [85]

Mershad [86]

Omar et al. [87]

Attia et al. [88]

Network
Mobility

Lee et al. [89]

Nashaat [90]

Vehicular
Communication

Network

Vehicular
Delay Tolerant

Networks

Ahmed et al. [91]

Vieira et al. [92]

Er et al. [93]

Vehicular
Named Data

Networks

Guo et al. [94]

Yan et al. [95]

Ahmed et al. [96]

Vehicular
Software Defined

Networks

Salahuddin et al. [97]

Correia et al. [98]

Social IoV

Smaldone et al. [99]

Hu et al. [100]

Alam et al. [101]

Distributed
Network

Fog and Edge
Computing

He et al. [102],

Zhang et al. [103]

Ning et al. [104],

Chun et al. [105]

Decentralized
Network Blockchain

Liu et al. [106]

Gao et al. [107]

protocol (SEAD) for vehicular ad-hoc networks. By using a
redundancy ratio, vehicles using SEAD dynamically estimate
the rebroadcast probability of messages according to the
surrounding vehicular density. With an estimate of message
rebroadcast probability and waiting time, each vehicle de-
termines when to forward messages in the network. SEAD
implements a simple mechanism that does not require beacon
messages and thus, addresses the broadcast storm problem in
VANETs.

The stream reservation protocol (SRP) was introduced by
IEEE std 802.1Q to provide network flexibility and support
resource reservation for real-time traffic [118], [119]. Nam
et al. [83] present a simplified SRP over SDN for in-vehicle
bridged networks. In the proposed scheme, messages are
processed centrally in the network to remove the requirement
of bridge-by-bridge propagation in SRP. The approach ensures
that reserved flows in the network are protected whenever there
is an overload of bridge links.

Gasmi et al. [84] presented a stable link-based zone routing
protocol (SL-ZRP) to provide link stability in IoV applications.
The proposed approach is an enhanced version of the ZRP, a
hybrid routing protocol that divides its network into different
zones and maintains the current topological map of the zones
using a route discovery procedure. SL-ZRP uses a QoS func-
tion based on speed, destination, and delay to discover stable
routes, decreasing the response time and network overhead.

Some of the issues that prevent vehicular communications
are the dynamic topology, frequent disconnections, and imped-
iments caused by high-rise buildings. Afzal et al. [85] propose
a routing protocol for IoV using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). In the proposed model, the authors allow direct
vehicular communications and communication via aerial nodes
deployed at different ranges of the vehicle environment. The
experiment shows a better packet delivery ratio, reduced end-
to-end latency, a lower packet drop ratio, and higher average
throughput using the aerial nodes. The authors conclude that
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TABLE III: Summary of contributions and limitations of proposed IoV interoperability solutions

Network Domain Approaches Examples Contributions Limitations

Core
Network

Access Gateways

Chekkouri et al. [79] Integrates heterogeneous VANET and 4G LTE-A The centralized hand-off management technique
for enhanced mobility in LTE-A small cells for mobile nodes in the core network is not efficient

Strength: Low vehicle signaling costs toward the core for large IoV networks
Kim et al. [80] Gateway connects in-vehicle networks to the IoV No consideration for the syntax or semantics

Strength: Reduction in transmission delays of transmitted data

Routing Protocols

Wang et al. [81] A low-latency and energy-efficient routing protocol
based on network connectivity for VANET The type of network considered is homogeneous

Strength: Enhanced routing stability
Achour et al. [82] Simple, efficient, adaptive VANET data dissemination protocol No consideration for sparse networks

Strength: A flexible protocol for different applications
Nam et al. [83] Simple SRP over SDN for in-vehicle bridges No support for redundancy

Strength: Resource reservation for time-sensitive traffic during overload
Gasmi et al. [84] A link-based zone routing protocol for IoV applications The mobility of nodes is not considered for

Strength: Enhanced link stability suitable for IoV the network
Afzal et al. [85] A routing protocol for IoV using UAVs

Strength: Higher packet delivery ratio than traditional No consideration for end-to-end delay of packets
routing protocols in VANETs

Mershad [86] A secure SDN-based routing protocol that uses a
blockchain consensus algorithm for security Only RSU network is considered

Strength: Enhanced security and packet delivery ratio
Omar et al. [87] An integrated protocol that combines greedy perimeter

stateless routing with RL No consideration for storage capacity constraints
Strength: Increasing packet delivery with increasing nodes

Attia et al. [88] An advanced greedy hybrid bio-routing protocol to
optimally forward packets Only V2V and V2I networks are considered

Strength: Reduced packet delay and scalable for large network

Network Mobility

Lee et al. [89] A cross-layer hierarchical network mobility framework
for high-mobility IoV networks No consideration for multiple root-FMAs

Strength: Resilient to error-prone packet transmission
Nashaat [90] A QoS-aware NEMO for time-sensitive systems No consideration for heterogeneous applications

Strength: Improved handover latency such as voice and video applications

Vehicular
Communication

Network

Vehicular
Delay Tolerant

Networks

Vieira et al. [92] A routing strategy using three metrics: sense, distance, Mobility of source and destination nodes
and speed, to determine whether data forwarding mechanism is not considered

Strength: Improved routing performance in VANETs
Er et al. [93] Efficient routing for energy constrained IoT devices Data transfer time between an IoT device and

Strength: Help saving the energy for time-critical applications vehicle is not considered

Vehicular
Named Data

Networks

Guo et al. [94] Bayesian receiver forwarding for interest packets No consideration for malicious nodes in
Strength: Efficiently suppress the broadcast storm problem by the network sending a false network status

helping each node minimize redundant interest forwarding
Yan et al. [95] NDN vehicular network architecture for IVC The security and integrity of the cached

Strength: Improved content naming, addressing, data contents are not considered
aggregation, and mobility for IVC

Ahmed et al. [96] A controlled data propagation algorithm for VNDN Node mobility and caching overhead
Strength: Reduced data congestion, redundant data, are not considered

and bandwidth wastage in VNDN

Vehicular Software
Defined Networks

Salahuddin et al. [97] An RSU cloud architecture that uses virtualization and SDN Minimizing control plane modifications
Strength: Minimizing cloud delays, reconfiguration overhead, has not been considered

number of service hosts, and virtual machine migration
Correia et al. [98] A hierarchical SDN-based vehicular architecture to handle Scenarios in which the primary controller is

connection loss with SDN controller present but assists in network coordination to
Strength: Improves performance in lossy networks a limited extent are not considered

Social IoV

Smaldone et al. [99] A framework for building virtual mobile communities Roads with a large number of cars are not
Strength: Establish better communication among commuters considered during evaluation

Hu et al. [100] A social networking system to provide feedback to drivers A prediction mechanism to predict behavior
regarding their driving behavior concerning fuel economy in advance to control the behavior has

Strength: Establish green transportation not been done
Alam et al. [101] A cyber-physical architecture for the Social IoV

Strength: Support for safety, efficiency, infotainment and No consideration for practical deployment
comfort applications in Social IoV

Distributed
Network

Fog and Edge
Computing

He et al. [102] A software-defined cloud/fog networking (SDCFN)
to achieve load balancing in IoV fog networks No consideration for security and storage capacity

Strength: Support for latency-sensitive services in IoV
Zhang et al. [103] Caching for mobility-aware vehicular edge networks Does not include all relevant IoV nodes

Strength: Enhanced cache utilization and energy efficiency
Ning et al. [104] Task offloading and content caching for dense vehicular networks No consideration for data reduction techniques

Strength: Enhanced offloading and edge caching for RSU to improve caching in resource-constrained edges
Chun et al. [105] Semantic representation of IoV data in fog networks No experiment was carried out with real-world

Strength: Support for publish/subscribe of semantic information IoV data
among fog nodes

Decentralized
Network Blockchain

Liu et al. [106] Performance optimization of blockchain-enabled IoV networks No consideration for adaptive consensus algorithms that can
Strength: Improved throughput in blockchain-enabled IoV networks handle different network scenarios in IoV

Gao et al. [107] A combined blockchain and SDN architectures for Fog and 5G Comparison with other routing protocols in terms of
IoV environment efficiency and trust has not been conducted

Strength: Enhanced trust management in fog and 5G IoV networks

using aerial nodes improves routing performance.

Mershad [86] proposed SURFER, a secure SDN-based
routing protocol that uses a high-performance blockchain
consensus algorithm for security. SURFER incorporates SDN

to improve ROAMER that relied heavily on the RSU net-
work for communication. ROAMER combined geographic and
carry-and-forward strategies providing better performance in
sparse and dense conditions but lacking secure communica-
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(a) Routing without NEMO: Remote host sending packet to mobile node
using its old IP address. Home router does not have a clue on where to
drop the packet.
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(b) Routing with NEMO: Mobile router of the new network keeps
updating home agent about the new IP address. If a packet is received
by the home agent of the node, it is tunneled to current IP address.

Fig. 5: Routing of mobile nodes while changing location with and without NEMO

tion. SURFER secures messages by introducing blockchain for
each type of transaction. The architecture performs best when
inter-communicating distances between vehicles are high.

Omar et al. [87] presented GreedLea, an integrated protocol
that combines greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) with
reinforcement learning (RL) to determine the message route
and forward data in the IoV network. The greedy approach
evaluates the shortest routing path using a table from a
neighboring node, while the perimeter mode uses a graph
to plan the network topology. Since the greedy approach
may sometimes fail to find the shortest path, the perimeter
mode provides redundancy to the system in case of failure. In
addition, GreedLea leverages RL to develop a mobility model
for the vehicular network to optimize message routing while
minimizing the risk of road collisions. The proposed routing
protocol manages dynamic networks to reduce packet loss
during intermittent and sparse connectivity. Also, Attia et al.
[88] proposed an advanced greedy hybrid bio-routing protocol
that uses the greedy road selection (GRS) and hybrid route
setup procedure (HRSP) to optimally forward packets. The
GRS enables vehicles to forward packets using the shortest
possible routing path. The HRSP uses an artificial bee colony
algorithm that allows nodes to choose a forwarding route
that guarantees packet delivery with minimum latency using
criteria such as the direction of travel, bandwidth, and delay.

Summary and Open Problems: Approaches focusing on
routing protocols improve network interoperability by using al-
gorithms that support node mobility and resource optimization
through techniques such as route selection, energy consump-
tion rate, road segment evaluation, and packet retransmission
improvement. However, the need for scalable algorithms that
ensure QoS and security in IoV requires further investigation,
especially for extremely dense or sparse environments. In addi-
tion, the protocols discussed have considered a homogeneous
network where vehicles use the same communication tech-
nologies. For example, nodes in the work of Balasubramanian
et al. [120] use WiFi technology for communication. However,
this is not the case in real-world IoV networks where entities
use different technologies for end-to-end communication. The
development of protocols that provide reliable communication,
reduce broadcast flooding, enhance route optimizations, and
guarantee data delivery are needed to improve network interop-
erability in large-scale heterogeneous IoV networks. Moreover,

as vehicles move in and out of a network’s coverage area,
algorithms that ensure quality hand-off techniques are required
to maintain network connectivity while maintaining the QoS
requirements of a dynamic network.

3) Network Mobility: NEMO is a standard developed by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to enhance communi-
cation among mobile nodes that can be used to optimize data
sharing and routing for IoV interoperability. As an extension
of Mobile IP [121], NEMO allows vehicles to access the
Internet by using tunneling techniques between a mobile router
(MR) and a home agent (HA) as shown in Figure 5. MRs
act as default gateways and manage the mobility of nodes
in the network. Each MR maintains network connectivity by
receiving a Care-of-Address (CoA) whenever it moves from
its home link to connect through a visited link. The CoA is
then registered with the HA, which creates a binding entry that
enables traffic to be routed to the desired node [122]. NEMO
allows the integration of networks belonging to different
administrative domains, such as V2V and V2I, by using nested
networks [123].

Lee et al. [89] present a cross-layer hierarchical network
mobility framework (Hi-NEMO) to improve the quality of
handover techniques for high-mobility IoV networks. The
authors introduce a foreign mobile agent module (FMA)
which is installed in routers. Whenever the process of hand-
over is initialized and a target BS has been determined, the
FMA ensures that packets are delivered quickly by enforcing
quality hand-over approaches. While NEMO provides hand-
over procedures to ensure connectivity in vehicular networks,
it does not have route optimization techniques that improve
latency reductions for heterogeneous vehicular networks [124].

Another example of the implementation of NEMO is pre-
sented by Nashaat [90]. In the approach, a QoS-aware NEMO
protocol is used to enhance the QoS requirements of time-
sensitive systems. The NEMO protocol interwork with layer
2 of WiMAX technology to support fast handover without
replacing the traditional handover approach of the WiMAX.
The protocol supports reduced network latency and minimal
packet loss by combining resource allocation with mobility
management.

Summary and Open Problems: The implementation of
handover procedures in mobile networks is crucial to achieving
optimal packet delivery rates, reduce tunnel overhead, and the
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cost of using multiple paths for IoV interoperability. NEMO
improves handover techniques by ensuring that network man-
agement is not handled by the mobile nodes themselves.
However, the procedure for handover introduces an overhead
resulting in an increased latency in the network. For time-
sensitive applications in vehicular networks, this latency may
prevent packets from meeting their deadlines. The architecture
requires algorithms that reduce handover latency to ensure
consistent connectivity in the network. In addition, since net-
work management is independent of devices, NEMO enables
cross-domain interoperability between devices in different
administrative domains. However, to ensure that devices in
vertical networks can interwork efficiently to support IoV
applications, nodes in the network also need to support proper
semantic approaches and provide APIs that ensure seamless
data exchange and conversion between nodes.

4) Hierarchical Architecture Approaches: Designing a hi-
erarchical architecture that integrates heterogeneous networks
is challenging due to the requirements of reliability, modu-
larity, interoperability, and scalability. Also, the architecture
should support the integration of IoV with service oriented
architecture (SOA), Internet, and interfaces with plug-and-play
features [3]. To address interoperability in IoV, different work
have proposed layered architectures [3], [21], [22].

Kaiwartya et al. [3] proposed a five-layer architecture in-
cluding perception, coordination, artificial intelligence, appli-
cation, and business layers. The perception layer collects ve-
hicular information such as engine condition, vehicle density,
and environmental conditions. The function of the coordina-
tion layer is to universally virtually coordinate heterogeneous
networks and manage the transfer of information from the
perception layer to the artificial intelligence layer that serves
as the brain of the architecture used for decision making.
The application layer provides services to IoV users while
the business layer predicts strategies that support businesses.
Liu et al. [22] proposed a four-layer IoV architecture that ad-
dresses flexibility, agility, reliability, and scalability challenges
in IoV networks. The layers include application, control,
virtualization, and data layers. SDN controllers are used as
the backbone of the control layer and connect the cloud
with internet services. Also, the controllers communicate with
IoV applications and the virtualization layer that supports
the abstraction of data nodes as fog nodes provide storage,
computation, communication, and networking capabilities.

Summary and Open Problems: Although hierarchical ap-
proaches support the integration of different aspects of the IoV
network and support a flexible and agile infrastructure, tech-
nologies that guarantee low transmission delays are still nec-
essary for safety-critical IoV tasks with real-time constraints.
For example, new technologies such as the 5G or 6G can
provide low latency and help to reduce delays in the network.
Considering the development of 5G and C-V2X networks,
Ji et al. [125] proposed a layered architecture consisting of
four layers: security authentication, data acquisition, edge, and
cloud platform layers. However, further work is required to
integrate IoV with the emerging 5G and 6G technologies to
ensure that the QoS requirements of the network are satisfied.
In addition, although the addition of an AI layer improves data
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processing and decision making in the network, there is a lack
of adequate protocols for vehicular cloud computing and big
data analysis that would ensure the full implementation of AI
for data processing in IoV [3].

B. Vehicular Communication Network

Different approaches have been proposed to support effi-
cient communication in vehicular networks. Some of these
approaches are summarized below.

1) Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks (VDTN): Tradition-
ally, in TCP/IP networks, packets are discarded in the absence
of a link between the source and the destination. In delay
tolerant networks (DTN), packets are retransmitted by estab-
lishing an alternative path to send the packet on time. Using
a store-carry-and-forward strategy, DTN resolves disruptions
in the network by sending packets to recipients through
intermediate nodes [126]. If it fails to find an immediate node
in the network to forward the packets, intermediate nodes
store them in the form of bundles in the bundle layer of the
DTN architecture. The bundle layer allows DTN to forward
bundles irrespective of the underlying network technology.
This forwarding approach is depicted in Figure 6.

VDTN assists in extending DTN to vehicular networks
by using mobile nodes to carry and deliver data to remote
terminal nodes. End-to-end connections between source and
destination are rare in dynamic vehicular networks. Inter-
mediate nodes in VDTN are stationary and are placed at
different road intersection points. Several routing protocols
have been proposed for VDTN such as probabilistic bundle
relaying scheme, distance-aware routing with copy control,
and adaptive carry-store forward. These protocols improve
network connectivity, reduce delay in message delivery, reduce
the routing of redundant data and optimize the utilization of
routing channels [91]. In VDTN, efficient opportunistic routing
protocols must be developed because of the dynamic nature of
connectivity among mobile vehicles. Additionally, since relay
nodes ought to store and forward data, there is a need to create
a management scheme for organizing cached data.

Vieira et al. [92] proposed a routing strategy that uses a
benchmark named trend of delivery (ToD) to improve routing
performance in VANETs. ToD uses three metrics—sense,
distance, and speed—to determine whether data should be
forwarded or stored. Maintenance messages that use adaptive
detection coverage dissemination scheme is used by ToD
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to predict how long vehicles in the network will be con-
nected [127]. To manage the buffer in relay nodes, a priority
scheme is created which keeps messages with higher priority
and discards other messages when it is necessary to drop pack-
ets. In comparison to other DTN routing protocols, such as
probabilistic routing protocol using history of encounters and
transitivity [128], epidemic [129], and spray and wait [130],
ToD improves the rate of packet delivery and maintains a lower
overhead.

Er et al. [93] use the store-carry-forward mechanism of
VDTN and propose an efficient routing solution for energy
constraint IoT devices. Delay-tolerant applications such as
collecting temperature or air pollution data and images of
road degradation get data generated and delivered by low-
energy sensors and nodes. The authors introduce DC4LED
(Data Collection for Low Energy Devices), where the vehicles
such as cars, buses, and taxis will collect, store and transmit
data from sensors to servers of the applications. This simple
routing mechanism will help the energy constraint IoT nodes
save the low-energy for applications where the delay is not
preferable such as collecting road accident data.

Summary and Open Problems: Packet delivery is affected
in mobile networks and is characterized by intermittent net-
work connectivity. VDTN improves the delivery of packets in
vehicular networks by using the “store and forward” approach
to keep copies of forwarded data in intermediate nodes. Also,
the support for semantics in the bundle layer ensures that data
are transferred efficiently between heterogeneous networks.
However, due to the copies of packets stored in the bundle
layer of the network, VDTN requires enough storage resources
that may not be available in sparse networks. The development
of efficient data management schemes is needed to ensure the
efficient use of available storage resources in the network,
resulting in improved IoV interoperability.

2) Vehicular Named Data Networking (VNDN): The re-
quirement of nodes to have IP addresses for end-to-end
communications in TCP/IP networks is a limitation for mobile
networks such as IoV because of the lack of stability in routes
to nodes due to their mobility. Named Data Networking (NDN)
is an information-centric networking architecture that tries to
address this limitation by making data an independent entities
that are separate from the communication channel. In an NDN
architecture, nodes can directly request data from anywhere
in the network regardless of which node holds the data. A
combination of content store (CS), forwarding information
base (FIB), and pending interest table (PIT) enhances efficient
communication in the network while using every available
network path. Moreover, naming data allows NDN to directly
secure transmitted data at the network layer making every
packet verifiable, which improves the overall security of data
and optionally confidential [131].

As shown in Figure 7, a router in NDN architecture checks
if the data in its CS matches an interest packet sent by any
node. The router checks and records the interest’s name in its
PIT table if there is no match before forwarding the interest
packet to the producer of the data using information in its FIB.
If an interest matches the data in the router’s FIB, the data
packet is sent back to the node through the same or different
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Fig. 7: Simplified forwarding mechanism in VNDN. At time
t1, consumer C1 Interest packet to consumer C2 is y. C2 as no
match found in CS, then forward the Interest to the producer
of y. Producer send the data y to C2. C2 update its CS and
forward the data packet to C1. At time t5, C3 forwards an
Interest packet requesting for x to C2. C2 has a match in its
CS and send the data directly to C3, without contacting the
producer.

path of the interest packet [132].
Guo et al. [94] studied VNDN and proposed a Bayesian-

based receiver forwarding decision scheme to solve network
congestion formed due to interest flooding. Here, nodes in
a VNDN must share their operating status information with
neighbors periodically, and the Bayesian model assists each
node in deciding whether or not to forward packets using
network status information. This scheme helps nodes minimize
redundant interest forwarding, reducing network congestion.

Yan et al. [95] proposed an NDN-based vehicular infor-
mation network architecture to support a single vehicle and
multiple nodes in a NEMO network. Their work is based
on NDN’s content management framework, communication
strategy, and caching scheme. In their approach, data are
named based on their location information and the devices
producing them. The forwarding strategy in the network is
based on the location information that is saved in each interest
packet and the data packet. Furthermore, hierarchical aggre-
gators (e.g., city, district, and street levels) aid to collect from
multiscale geographical locations. The aggregators process and
disseminate the resulting data to connected nodes in the net-
work. Vehicular applications such as infotainment, emergency
broadcasts, and traffic management can be supported in the
network using these processed data.

Ahmed et al. [96] proposed a controlled data propagation
algorithm (CONET) for VNDN. Their algorithm was used
to reduce data congestion, redundant data, and bandwidth
wastage in VNDN. To keep track of the hops traveled by
each interest packet, CONET allows a hop-count field to be
added to the interest packet by every node. If the hop-count
field is less than or equal to the time-to-live (TTL) value
in any node’s PIT entry whenever a data packet arrives, the
packet is forwarded to the requesting node in the network;
otherwise, the packet is dropped. CONET ensures the delay
between the generated interests and retrieved data is improved.
Furthermore, it reduces the number of data packets sent
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across the network while making sure that interest packets
of requesting nodes are satisfied.

Summary and Open Problems: The information-centric
framework of VNDN enables the implementation of efficient
data management schemes improving interoperability among
IoV nodes. In addition, the hierarchical name structures ensure
that exchanged data are annotated with information essential
to IoV applications. However, the solutions discussed above
impose several challenges that need to be addressed further.
In the work of Guo et al. [94], the proposed Bayesian model-
based scheme provides decisions based on the information
shared by the neighbors of each node. The Bayesian model can
generate wrong decisions if any malicious node in the network
sends a false network status. This may cause congestion in the
network initiating the denial-of-service attack. The hop count
mentioned in the work of Ahmed et al. [96] is susceptible
to changes due to mobility in VNDN. As a result, a hop-
count mismatch may prevent the consumer from receiving the
data. Since IoV nodes have resource constraints, caching every
content may result in additional overhead. The work discussed
above does not provide effective caching methods suited for
IoV nodes. Research efforts need to be directed towards
efficient caching schemes, the privacy of data producers, and
mobility management in IoV.

3) Vehicular Software Defined Networking (VSDN):
Software-defined networks enable the development of net-
work switches and routers that can run network management
programs. These network devices can be used to support
applications in distributed systems and heterogeneous network
architectures [133]. A basic architecture of SDN is shown in
Fig. 8. SDN separates a network’s data plane, which manages
data forwarding based on control plane logic, from the control
plane that handles how packets should be forwarded. This
separation is actualized with the use of software programs
called “controllers” to directly supervise heterogeneous and
distributed programmable network entities through a defined
communication protocol, such as OpenFlow [134]. The SDN
controller directs traffic according to the implemented for-
warding policies that improves the network flexibility by
separating network policies from their implementations in
hardware [135]. Functions of on-board units (OBUs) in ve-
hicles, such as power control, interface selection, and packet
forwarding, allow them to be suitable for the implementation
of SDN. Some of the functions that are enabled by SDN in IoV
include packet transmission control, network virtualization,
and vehicular access hand-off process.

Salahuddin et al. [97] proposed an RSU cloud architecture
that uses virtualization and SDN to meet the demands of vehic-
ular networks. The architecture consists of microdatacenters,
which are modified RSUs that support SDN and virtualization,
and traditional RSUs that communicate with OBUs in vehicles.
Due to the need for the reconfiguration of RSUs for microdata-
centers, the latency of services increase, which can be reduced
by using the proposed cloud resource management scheme
(CRM). Delays in the cloud infrastructure are calculated by
computing edge delays along a path. To minimize these cloud
delays, overhead caused by reconfiguration, and the number
of service hosts, the CRM problem is modeled using multi-

IoV Applications
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Nodes

APIs

APIsData Plane
Control Plane

Application Plane

Fig. 8: Simplified view of a three-layer SDN architecture.
In IoV, vehicular nodes and other entities in the network
infrastructure are supervised by SDN controllers which can
be implemented in RSUs to support IoV applications.

objective integer linear programming (ILP) and solved to
obtain a pareto optimal frontier of non-dominated solutions.
Finally, a heuristic is developed to solve the CRM problem
and a reinforcement learning approach with Markov decision
process is used to select an appropriate configuration that
minimizes migrations of virtual machines in the network.

Correia et al. [98] propose a hierarchical SDN-based vehic-
ular architecture to address the issue of losing connection with
the central SDN controller due to the high mobility of vehicles.
Considering the mobility of the vehicles, the authors focus
on improving the efficiency and performance of the network
when a connection loss occurs. The authors use the clustering
concept and create local SDN domains. Each domain will
have a local SDN controller with hierarchical access to the
central SDN controller. These local SDN controllers contain
some of the network intelligence to provide required SDN
functionalities when the central controller is unreachable.

Summary and Open Problems: Being traditionally reliant on
network hardware, SDN enables traffic management through
the use of software-based controllers. As a result, we gain
the flexibility to customize network infrastructure, provide
dynamic controllers to oversee different networks, and even
provide an improved level of security to critical network clus-
ters. However, SDN requires scalable architecture design and
proper semantic implementations that support interoperability
in IoV applications. Due to the heterogeneous nature of IoV
entities, virtualization and abstraction of network resources are
required to aid the development of efficient resource schedul-
ing algorithms for SDN-enabled IoV applications [136].

4) Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV): One of the archi-
tectures that promises to aid data management in IoV is the
Social Internet of Vehicle Architecture. SIoV is an extension
of Social Internet of Things (SIoT) architecture where inde-
pendent social relationships are established among objects,
such as smart phones and smart watches, in a network [137].
Some of the relationships among objects include parental, co-
location, co-work, ownership, and social. These relationships
are established and maintained by the objects themselves
to facilitate effective interactions [138]. SIoV extends SIoT
to converge vehicular networks with the social networking
paradigm by using the social relationships among physical ve-
hicular network entities to store data, facilitate communication,
and encourage interactivity [101]. The first use of a vehicular
social network (VSN) was in RoadSpeak [99], which allowed
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Fig. 9: Relationships created by vehicles in SIoV scenario

drivers to join voice chat groups to interact with each other.
To limit group admittance to commuters, a threshold based on
location and time was used to restrict group membership to
specific road segments and time intervals. Hypertext Transfer
Protocol Secure (HTTPS) was used for user management in
the framework to ensure syntactic interoperability. Moreover,
developers can extend the functionality of RoadSpeak using
Java APIs. The concept of VSN was also utilized by Hu
et al. [100] to develop a social drive system that provided
feedback to drivers regarding their driving behavior with
respect to fuel economy. The system uses a mobile application
configured to upload information concerning driving behavior
to Facebook. Storage and management of aggregated data
are done using an SQLite database which provides seamless
interactions between geo-based services and the social drive
application. The approaches discussed bridge the gap between
different network protocols and also enable seamless data
exchange between traditional IoT and vehicular networks. To
ensure semantic interoperability in SIoV, Alam et al. [101]
utilizes vehicular ontologies, advanced traveler information
system schema and SAE J2735 message set in their proposed
architecture. In their work, messages are encoded using XML,
and communication among vehicles, RSUs, and the cloud
is completed using web RESTful principles where objects
are identified using uniform resource identifier (URI). The
architecture allows vehicles to create social relationships that
can be used to develop innovative applications to assist in ITS.

Summary and Open Problems: SIoV encourages vehicles
to share information through social interactions and enables
collaboration among different network components to support
IoV application. The architecture provides smooth commu-
nication among IoV nodes by storing social relationships
within the objects themselves and is achieved using context-
aware data management techniques. SIoV at present lacks a
canonical design agreeable across the vehicular industry [139].
Hence, besides the challenges posed by the heterogeneous and
dynamic IoV network, there is a need to develop standard
frameworks that provide a basis for the development of
SIoV [140].

C. Distributed Network
Distributed networks enable tasks to be shared across differ-

ent nodes to improve the computational power of the network.
An example of a distributed network for vehicular nodes is the
fog and edge computing network.

1) Fog and Edge Computing: Conventional cloud comput-
ing fail to meet the demands of low latency, geographically
distributed, and real-time safety-critical applications in IoV.
Fog computing solves these challenges by bringing compu-
tation to the edge of the network, as shown in Figure 10.

Cloud Data Centers

Fog Nodes

IoV Edge Nodes

Fig. 10: Fog Computing using IoV Edge Nodes

Fog computing can also provide computing power, storage re-
sources, and communication services between vehicular nodes
and the cloud on a highly virtualized platform [141]. He
et al. [102] proposed software-defined cloud/fog networking
(SDCFN) to achieve load balancing in IoV fog networks. In
their approach, IoV is classified into cloud computing, SDN
control, fog computing, and infrastructure layers. BSs and
RSUs make up the fog computing layer in the architecture.
These entities cache and receive information from the cloud
and other nodes in the network. Load distribution is modeled
as an optimization problem using a modified constrained
particle swarm optimization to ensure that optimal load bal-
ancing is achieved in the network by SDN controllers. The
SDN controllers then inform other nodes of the strategy by
forwarding flow tables. The limitation of their approach is the
lack of consideration for security and other QoS metrics.

In fog networks, edge caching ensures that the content
can be retrieved with reduced latency by vehicles from edge
servers. However, caching algorithms must be designed to
overcome the challenges of node mobility and dynamic content
requirements in IoV networks [48]. Zhang et al. [103] pro-
posed a caching scheme for vehicular networks that considers
mobility of nodes in content-centric networks. To evaluate the
availability of the network of mobile users, the interactivity
between mobile users and caching nodes in the network was
modeled using a 2-D Markov process. Based on this model,
the efficiency of energy used in the network was formulated as
a fractional optimization problem. The optimization problem
was solved using Lyapunov optimization theory and fractional
programming. The solution facilitate efficient caching with
optimal energy use. Ning et al. [104] also proposed a task
offloading and content caching scheme that improves RSU-
to-RSU and vehicle-to-RSU offloading and edge caching in
dense vehicular networks. To reduce delivery delay during
prolonged energy usage, caching was modeled as a mix integer
non-linear programming (MINLP) optimization problem that
is solved using Lyapunov optimization theory. Their scheme
was further optimized using support vector machines (SVM)
and dataset aggregation techniques.

One way to improve interoperability between horizontal
domains—a domain that allows for novelty to occur that
results in divergent development—is to introduce semantic
annotations for data exchanges in the network. A common
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approach would be to use ontology such as the OWL to
provide semantics [142]. Chun et al. [105] use domain on-
tology to implement semantics and extract knowledge from
processed data in fog architecture. Here, resources in the
network get annotated with semantic information grouped as
specific events when triggered by some active rules. After
these events are detected, a propagator sends them to cloud
resources or other nodes that have subscribed to them in the
network.

Summary and Open Problems: By bringing computation
to the edge, fog computing enables real-time applications
to have timely access to data. The support for semantic
annotations in fog computing ensures that IoV networks can
support applications across heterogeneous domains. Moreover,
collected data are processed close to data sources to improve
latency for real-time applications [143]. However, fog comput-
ing still requires the development of efficient task allocation,
resource discovery, data reduction, and caching techniques to
achieve a fully integrated ecosystem. Individual nodes lack
computational resources and are not efficient for processing
large data, which is typical in IoV [44]. Hence, necessary data
reduction techniques and distributed computing schemes are
vital to improving the efficiency of fog networks to ensure
improved interoperability at the cloud and fog layers.

In dense vehicular networks, the use of static mobile edge
computing servers can lead to a situation where service
requests from vehicular nodes to edge servers impede the
quality of the network. The integration of C-V2X, edge
computing network, and the emerging 5G/6G technology is
crucial to achieving a network that consists of heterogeneous
entities that can interwork to deliver service to end-users
while maintaining the network quality. Also, the design of
efficient protocols for edge networks is crucial for sustained
connectivity and efficient spectrum resource sharing in dense
vehicular networks [144]. Since edge servers have limited
resources compared to traditional cloud servers, it is neces-
sary to find solutions that will optimize edge computation
offloading, resource utilization, and reduce network delays in
edge networks. Different approaches, such as distributed [145],
Lyapunov [104], [146], and AI-based algorithms [147], have
been proposed to solve the optimization problem of vehicular
edge networks. However, further work is required to obtain an
optimal solution that guarantees the best performance for QoS-
oriented services and support adaptive resource allocation [22].

D. Decentralized Network
In a decentralized network, no single node controls the

network. However, each node contributes its resources inde-
pendently to perform data processing and decision-making. An
example of a decentralized network is the blockchain.

1) Blockchain: Blockchain was introduced to address the
“double-spending” problem of digital currency by using peer-
to-peer networks (P2P) [148]. Unlike client-server networks,
nodes in P2P can act as both a server and a client [149].
P2P architecture allows the network to be decentralized, where
there is no defined hierarchy and nodes can assume dynamic
roles to perform computational tasks without a central author-
ity [150]. Hence, the architecture addresses the challenge of

a single point of failure associated with centralized architec-
tures [151]. Furthermore, P2Ps ability to support decentralized
networks enables nodes to make transactions without trusting
each other, achieved through a software application that acts
as intermediaries between users connected over the internet.
The technology makes use of different tools such as times-
tamps, a consensus algorithm, digital signatures, and economic
incentives [152] to perform these transactions. The open
architecture of blockchain allows distributed nodes to retain
a copy of completed serialized transactions in the network.
These transactions are organized in blocks and chained using
digital signatures to ensure immutability [153]. Due to its data
management and security schemes [154], the application of
blockchain to solve security problems between heterogeneous
nodes in IoV has been a core research area in recent years.
For example, Liu et al. [106] used deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) to determine block producers and modify the size and
time interval of blocks to maximize transactional throughput
in an IoV network based on blockchain. Considering vehicles
using 5G in a fog computing paradigm, Gao et al. [107]
explores the possibility of data management using SDN and
blockchain. In their approach, RSU hubs serve as block miners
and an appointed leader among them is responsible for creating
blocks. These blocks are verified using the practical Byzantine
fault-tolerance consensus algorithm. The use of blockchain in
their work helps to alleviate network management loads on
SDN controllers and improves the use of available network
bandwidth.

Summary and Open Problems: Blockchain improves data
management by providing a decentralized framework and of-
fering features, such as immutable digital signatures. However,
implementing blockchain in dense vehicular networks may
lead to a reduction in network and data throughput for IoV
interoperability. Delays in dense networks constrain vehicles
to retain an outdated transaction chain that will have to be
dropped to accommodate for the single correct chain. [155].

VI. OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Although significant effort has been devoted to addressing
interoperability challenges in IoV, the development of novel
approaches that would enable a seamless integration of de-
vices and resolve real-time core challenges are of continuous
research interest. Since IoV is still in nascency and the
overall scope of unique technologies involved are evolving,
emerging technologies that will advance the realization of
a fully integrated, secure, and interoperable IoV ecosystem
are still in an early developmental stage. We describe in this
section some of the open research challenges that still need
to be addressed and suggest ways to address them as future
directions for research.

A. Standardized Data Syntax and Semantics

The solutions we surveyed offer varied approaches to data
management. However, these methods often provide inconsis-
tent data syntax, semantics, or none. A standardized schema
is needed to address this challenge to ensure a formal data
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syntax across the IoV ecosystem. Standard schema is essential
to address discrepancies in data syntax for efficient context
extraction. The combination of data normalization and data
fusion techniques with the development of distributed data
analytic modules that efficiently handle noise removal and
error correction can assist in handling data with different
syntax to support IoV applications [156]. Also, technologies
like web semantics are required to create ontologies that could
help in providing unified data formats for multimodal IoV
data. Furthermore, open APIs that allow devices operating in
different domains to interact would aid cross-platform data
exchange among IoV applications.

B. Scalability

IoV demands scalable solutions since the cost required
to create or change a solution undermines the reasoning
supporting its adoption. Also, the network contains various
vehicular nodes and deployment environments to process data
and assure sustainable service, which requires high scalability
in design technology, i.e., architectures that can transition be-
tween centralized and decentralized control modes depending
on network demands [157]. Solutions must be robust, reliable,
and scalable enough to handle rapidly changing traffic condi-
tions in a dynamic IoV environment, and services to manage,
share, and secure connected device data intelligently should
be standardized while reducing operational costs. Apart from
creating a standardized scheme for storing vehicular data, such
as the cloud platform, flexible and optimized search engine
designs are required for handling requests and retrieving data
needed by connected nodes. Moreover, for dynamic networks
where nodes can join and leave the network at any time,
efficient admission algorithms need to be developed to reduce
the latency of joining a network and accepting node requests.

C. Integration With New Technologies

The fifth-generation, sixth-generation networks (5G and 6G)
and mmWave provide better connectivity with higher data
transmission rate, reduced communication delay, strong detec-
tion capabilities, and improved security for networks requiring
low latency [158], [159] such as the IoV. Understanding these
technologies in terms of channel measurements in dynamic
environments, impacts of signal obstructions, and the dynam-
ics of antenna directionality are crucial to their integration
for supporting vehicular applications [160]. Integrating these
technologies with existing vehicular networks such as Cellular
V2X, WiMax, DSRC, and architectures like NDN, SDN,
and SIoV would improve QoS for the IoV. However, the
interaction of these technologies with existing ones increases
the data available for channel measurement, making data
processing and understanding the nature of communication
channels challenging. Leveraging deep learning algorithms
such as generative adversarial networks can improve wireless
channel modeling and enhance data management [161].

D. Cross-Domain Integration

Integration of varied domains such as smart homes, ITS, and
health enables innovative application development that further

improves the availability of services to users in the ecosystem.
Applications and services offered by existing vertical domains
need to be supported by others implementing different commu-
nication protocols and QoS requirements. However, solutions
in these domains are developed in silos, making it difficult
to achieve interoperability. Integration across platforms and
domains requires that manufacturers agree to Standardized
framework for intelligent devices production. Also, data access
should be seamless across platforms by using a unified inter-
face provided via APIs and resource discovery tools similar
to the BIG IoT API for generic IoT platforms [162], [163].
The adoption of vertical silos for IoV platforms and access
to domain-specific interfaces is also required to encourage
collaborations among heterogeneous domains and enhance
cross-platform access to data.

E. Trust Management

The communicating entities in the IoV require a level of
trust to interoperate on shared contextual information in the
network. Due to the requirement for frequent updates by trust
evaluation algorithms trying to reduce the risk of untrusted
nodes in the network, the storage and computation of trust-
related information create overhead that causes latencies in
nodes with constrained computational and storage resources.
To address this challenge, scalable and efficient algorithms
that formalize and optimize entity reputation and available
resources are needed for trust management for information
credibility. Furthermore, the design of trust management mod-
els should consider semantic interoperability, while solutions
leveraging the decentralized capability of blockchain are
promising approaches that can provide a secure framework
for efficient and scalable trust management [164], [165].

F. Security

The proliferation of electronic devices in modern vehicles
has culminated in requiring more than locking physical doors
and windows of an automobile for protection. Security is
one of the major concerns for automotive manufacturers and
technology enthusiasts in realizing a fully interconnected IoV
ecosystem. Vehicles are an attractive target to cyber attackers
as they can exploit data gathered from a vulnerable car
for malicious mischief. Information exchange and computa-
tionally intensive tasks in the IoV are performed through
wireless media that open the ecosystem to the risk of intrusion.
Moreover, different entities connected to the traditional com-
munication network also raise security issues. Although the
composability of IoV platforms improves data management in
IoV infrastructure, integration of these platforms increases vul-
nerability to cyber attacks. Security measures—cryptography
for application data transfer—and other approaches that do
not impact the QoS of IoV infrastructure are necessary to
guarantee secured packet delivery in the network.

G. Artificial Intelligence

AI approaches, such as deep and reinforcement learning
techniques, help improve the cognitive performance of IoV
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applications and address complex challenges such as routing,
resource management, and task offloading. IoV nodes can
leverage AI techniques to learn how to make intelligent deci-
sions to improve safety and resource utilization in the network.
However, using AI approaches in IoV is far from trivial as
they heavily rely on data from sensors that can be affected by
complex traffic conditions, poor stability of network topology,
and electromagnetic interference due to natural or human-
made sources. For example, snow can cause clustering and
tracking issues that impact the performance of light detection
and ranging systems and cause the AI subsystem to receive
unreliable input for object classification [166]. Developing
AI algorithms resilient in unpredictable operating conditions
and robust in urban environments is essential to support IoV
applications. Furthermore, AI algorithms are computationally
intensive and rely on powerful computing resources with
high energy consumption, such as graphics processing units
(GPUs). Although there are hardware improvements that im-
prove the performance of GPUs, such as field-programmable
gate arrays, the development of high-performance hardware
resources with low energy usage for large-scale commercial
AI applications are required in IoV [167].

VII. CONCLUSION

Addressing interoperability challenges in IoV is crucial for
assuring sustainable services and integrating heterogeneous
entities that can support these services and applications. In
this paper, we investigate interoperability challenges in IoV
and present a detailed classification of limitations to inter-
operability. We provide a comprehensive survey of proposed
methods to address IoV interoperability and present some open
problems to consider for future work to secure a strategic
advantage in the smart city ecosystem. We posit that IoV
interoperability requires high intelligence techniques, adapt-
able network design, and a suitable balance between security
and privacy. Addressing these challenges will facilitate the
realization of an integrated ecosystem that enhances seamless,
real-time communication of entities in the network to achieve
the promising vision of IoV.
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